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Abstract Clouds play an important role in the climate system and are a principal source of uncertainty in
climate projections. CloudSat has provided an unprecedented opportunity to study the vertical structure of
clouds, and its observations are being widely used in scientific studies. However, some clouds are not
detected or are only weakly detected by CloudSat. In most studies, the weakest detections, specifically those
detected by the so‐called along‐track integration scheme, are typically ignored due to the high rate of false
detections, namely, a significant probability that a detected cloud is actually a region of increased
measurement noise, rather than a true cloud signal. False detections have been reduced in the latest version
(called R05 for release 5) of the CloudSat cloud mask product but at a cost of a significant loss in the true
weak signals (i.e., a higher false omission rate). In this study, the CloudSat hydrometeor detection algorithm
used in R05 is modified by adding a bilateral filter scheme to improve the detection of weak signals. By
comparing with the CALIPSO lidar vertical feature mask, it is shown that the new scheme largely reduces
the false detection rate compared to the R04 version, while retaining a large fraction of the true weak signals
that have been lost in the R05 version. Implementing this scheme in future CloudSat data processing is
expected to lead to a better detection of thin clouds.

Plain Language Summary Cloud is important to the Earth‐atmosphere system. Different types
of cloud may produce opposing effects, cooling or warming the system. But the simulation of clouds in
weather forecast and climate prediction remains challenging, due to the numerous nonlinear processes
that govern cloud formation and evolution. Continued accurate observation of clouds remains crucial to
improve our knowledge of the processes that control clouds. Data from CloudSat, which carries a 94 GHz
cloud radar, are being widely used in climate research. A first step in using the radar data is to separate
signals that correspond to energy reflected from real cloud and precipitation from noise in the measurement.
This is difficult when the signals from clouds are of similar magnitude to the noise. In this study, we report
on an improved algorithm to separate real signals from noise by using a bilateral filter. This improved
method can increase the accuracy of CloudSat cloud detection of weak signals and will hopefully lead to a
better understanding of thin cloud in the climate system.

1. Introduction

Clouds are a critical component of the Earth‐atmosphere system. They modulate the energy budget by
reflecting solar radiation and trapping terrestrial radiation through the interactions between cloud particles
and radiation and are thus critical to understanding climate (Fu et al., 2000; Fu et al., 2000; Huang et al.,
2014; Rosenfeld et al., 2019; Su et al., 2008). The formation of clouds and phase transitions from liquid‐to‐
ice heat the atmosphere while evaporation of clouds and precipitation play the opposite role, also making
clouds important as regards both atmospheric dynamics and hydrological cycle (Fu et al., 2002; Huang
et al., 2015; Marchand, 2012; Worden et al., 2007). However, the mechanisms that govern the evolution of
clouds are associated with microphysical processes and dynamical interactions that span spatial scales from
the microscopic through the largest atmospheric waves and circulations and make the representation of
cloud processes difficult in general circulation models (Fu & Hollars, 2004; Hourdin et al., 2017; McCoy
et al., 2016; Randall et al., 2003).

In the context of increasing amounts of atmospheric carbon dioxide and global warming, cloud properties
such as amount, height, location, phase, and particle size are expected to change in a variety of ways, with
evidence for some of these changes now starting to be found in satellite observations (Gupta et al., 2018;
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Liu et al., 2018; Marchand, 2013; Norris et al., 2016). These changes are associated with a series of feedbacks
that will amplify or dampen global warming, which leads the largest source of uncertainty in current predic-
tions of climate sensitivity (Fu, 2013; Huang et al., 2006; Stevens & Bony, 2013; Tan et al., 2016). For exam-
ple, a warmer surface promotes strong convection that may increase high‐cloud amount, which would
reduce terrestrial radiation emitted to space and generate a positive feedback (Dessler & Sherwood, 2004;
Hanisco et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2017). However, global warming may lead to increases in the occurrence
of clouds composed of liquid water rather than ice (and possibly clouds with more liquid water), which
makes clouds more reflective to solar radiation and thus induces a negative feedback (Ceppi et al., 2016;
McCoy et al., 2014). Narrowing the range in estimates of cloud feedback requires accurate long‐term obser-
vations to understand and constrain physical mechanisms responsible for those changes (Bony et al., 2006;
Kollias et al., 2005). In particular, satellite observations over decades are necessary to directly detect expected
changes and separate them from natural variability (Geer et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2017).

With the aim of improving knowledge of cloud properties, especially their vertical structure, CloudSat car-
rying a Cloud Profiling Radar was launched on 28 April 2006, providing active profiling of clouds from
space (Stephens et al., 2002). The raw return power measured by the radar is a combination of energy
reflected from hydrometeors (cloud and precipitation) and background noise. To be useful for science stu-
dies, the hydrometeor signals first need to be distinguished and extracted from the noise, that is why a cloud
detection algorithm is applied. For CloudSat, a “cloud mask” is provided in the 2B Geometric Profile
(GEOPROF) cloud mask product (Marchand et al., 2008), hereafter M08, and is one of the primary data sets
used for cloud research. Thousands of papers have now been published based on the CloudSat observations
(Stephens et al., 2018).

The GEOPROF cloud mask product provides a value between 0 and 40 for each radar range bin, with
increasing values indicating a reduced probability of a false detection). However, in most studies, range bins
with cloud mask values between 6 and 10 are typically ignored because of its high false detection rate, 44%
compared with CALIPSO for GEOPROF R04 (see Table 1 in M08). These low‐confidence cloud detections
are identified using an along‐track integration scheme, which is designed to detect horizontally extensive
clouds whose signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) is near or below 1 dB at the nominal 1.4 × 1.7 km radar resolution
[M08]. Namely, the noise is equal or larger than the true cloud signal and the cloud can only be detected by
further reducing the noise through averaging. Many of these weak detections are cirrus clouds and liquid
clouds with small droplets. For the remainder of this paper, we use the terms “weak signals” or “weak detec-
tions” to mean clouds detected by the along‐track integration scheme (cloud mask value 6–10) and “strong
signals” to mean detections which do not rely on this integration schemed (cloud mask value greater
than 10).

The false detection rate for weak signals has been reduced in the newest version of the CloudSat products,
release 5 (R05), by improving estimates of the radar noise variance and optimizing filter parameters.
However, as is shown below, this decrease in false detections comes at the cost of a large reduction in the
identification of true signals, meaning the false detections were reduced but so was the amount of correctly
identified clouds (details in section 3). Independently, Ge et al. (2017), hereafter G17, proposed an improved
hydrometeor detection algorithm by adopting a bilateral filter, which is initially used in images process
(Tomasi & Manduchi, 1998) to improve the weak signal detection. It has demonstrated good performance
when applied to ground‐based Ka‐band cloud radar data collected at Semi‐Arid Climate and Environment
Observatory of Lanzhou University (Ge et al., 2018, 2019; Huang et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2017), which can
reduce radar noise while preserving cloud edges. In this study, we modified and applied this bilateral filter
scheme to CloudSat hydrometeor detection algorithm in order to decrease the false detection rate of weak sig-
nals but preserve the detected real signals in the cloud mask. This method is given in section 2. Section 3
demonstrates several case comparisons and multiorbit evaluations. Section 4 presents a summary of this
study and discussion.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Sets

The input to the hydrometeor detection algorithm is the measured raw radar return power (Praw) in the level
1B Cloud Profiling Radar data product. Here, the resulting cloud mask using the improved hydrometeor
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detection fromG17 (described below as the G17 version) is compared with the operational CloudSat R04 and
R05 version cloud masks, which are stored in level 2B GEOPROF data products. Following M08, we use the
CALIPSO version 4 lidar vertical feature mask (VFM) (Getzewich et al., 2018; Vaughan et al., 2004) as a
reference to evaluate hydrometeor detection algorithm, because the lidar is more sensitive to thin cloud than
the radar. For most of their operational life (and for all the data examined here), CALIPSO and CloudSat
were both parts of the A‐Train satellite constellation. The VFM product identifies where there is backscatter
from cloud (value of 2), aerosol particle (value of 3), or stratospheric feature (value of 4) and where the signal
does not penetrate the whole cloud layer (value of 7). We also use CALIPSO version 4 level 2, 5 km cloud
profile product (L2_05km_CPro) (Vaughan et al., 2009; Young et al., 2018) to identify cirrus cloud to help
make the evaluation.

2.2. Hydrometeor Detection Algorithm

The CloudSat hydrometeor detection algorithm is described in M08 and is based on an earlier method devel-
oped for ground‐based radar (Clothiaux et al., 1995, 2000) but with two significant changes, a power prob-
ability weighting scheme, and an along‐track integration scheme. This algorithm was optimized for
improving estimates of the radar noise variance and filter parameters in R05. In this study, we modified
the algorithm by adding a bilateral filter to the CloudSat along‐track integration scheme as shown in the
schematic diagram of Figure 1. The first several steps (estimating noise level, generating initial mask, and
applying spatial filter) are the same as R05 version algorithm, until one reaches the point in the R05 algo-
rithm when along‐track averaging is used.

The algorithm in Figure 1 works as follows. The mean noise power (Pn) and its standard deviation (σpn) are

first calculated using a moving average applied to the measured raw radar return power (Praw) from the stra-
tosphere at each along‐track sample, with a box that is 10 range bins in the vertical and up to 2 along‐track
bins wide. An initial mask is then created by comparing Praw with the estimated noise. Specifically, range
bins where Praw>Pn þ σpn are assumed to be cloudy (contain a hydrometeor) and are set to a cloud mask

value of 20, 30, or 40 if Praw are greater than Pn þ σpn , Pn þ 2σpn , or Pn þ 3σpn , respectively. As a first guess,
range bins wherePraw≤Pn þ σpn are likewise taken to have no cloud and given a value of 0 in the initial mask.

A range bin in initial mask has a 16% probability to be falsely masked as cloudy bin based on the Gaussian
distribution assumption of the radar noise. Note that the noise is randomly distributed while hydrometeors
are highly correlated in time and space. One can take advantage of this correlation to further reduce the
occurrence of false detections. A spatial filter (with five bins in the vertical and seven bins in the horizontal)
is then used to remove false detections in the initial mask. A cloudy range bin in the initial mask is kept, if it
is surrounded by more cloudy range bins than Nthresh (20 was used following M08). Otherwise, the cloudy
range bin is considered to be false detection and the mask value is set to 0 after all range bins have been eval-
uated. The confidence value in the initial mask is also taken consideration, by the so‐called power probabil-
ity weighting scheme. A range bin initially masked as 40 will have a smaller probability being a false
detection (less than 16%) compared to a range bin with an initial value of 20; thus, a higher threshold (more
empty cloud neighbors) are required before a range bin will be declared empty (set to 0), if it was initially
identified as cloudy at level 30 or 40 (details are given in M08). Likewise, a range bin that was initially empty
can be turned on (with a mask value set to 20), if it is surrounded by many range bins that are cloudy. This
spatial filter is applied several times (typically three).

The two steps above can detect most of the cloud‐filled range bins, except some very weak signals (cloud
mask between 6 and 10), that are close to the sensitivity limit of the radar. An along‐track integration scheme
is then used to detect these very weak clouds in R04 and R05, by averaging the Praw horizontally, that is aver-
aging over time at a given altitude above mean sea level. In R04 and R05, the average includes all range bins
regardless of whether or not they have sufficient power to have been identified as potentially cloudy in the
initial mask. In brief, the raw radar power is averaged (effectively reduced in temporal resolution by sum-
ming neighboring columns) and a new (coarse) resolution mask is generated using the same procedure
described in the preceding paragraph. The new (coarse) resolution mask is then merged with the previous
(full resolution) mask, by giving range bins in the previous mask which were empty (value 0) but now have
a detection in the coarse mask, a value between 6 and 10, depending on averaging steps. However, the along‐
track averaging of all range bins can cause range bins with little return power, which is having power due
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only to background noise, to be incorrectly identified as cloud, because neighboring potentially cloudy range
bins can contribute enough so that the averaged power (potentially cloudy + not cloudy in initial mask)
becomes significantly larger than the noise. Not only has the background noise been raised but also cloud
edges been blurred by this unconditional averaging, since both signal and noise are mixed together
around cloud edges. The merging process is therefore restricted to adding range bins where the averaging
includes no clouds in the full resolution mask.

Here we apply a bilateral filter before averaging the power, which was added to the cloud detection algo-
rithm in G17 to preserve the cloud edges while reducing the radar noise. The approach basically follows
the same idea with along‐track averaging, except that averaging in the along‐track direction is conditioned
upon the radar range bins being initially identified as cloudy or not cloudy. For radar range bins which do

have strong signal to initially be identified as cloudy Praw>Pn þ σpn
� �

, only neighboring range bins withPraw

>Pn þ σpn are averaged and vice versa; if a volume is initially thought to be not cloudy ðPraw≤Pn þ σpn Þ, only
neighboring range bins withPraw≤Pn þ σpn are averaged. The advantage of this conditional averaging is that
it decreases the variance of the noise ðσpnÞ without blurring cloud edges (i.e., averaging power from range

bins with strong scattering into those with no real detections) and yet still allowing range bins which are
initially identified as not cloudy ðPraw≤Pn þ σpnÞ to potentially be identified as cloudy (after averaging).

This is because noise level ðσpnÞ goes down with averaging while the power level of weak signal does not

change much due to highly correlated cloud range bins in time and space. It also promotes the efficiency
of CloudSat cloud mask processes by removing the need for the merging coarse resolution mask to consider
only pixels which are nonadjacent to cloud in the full resolution mask.

3. Results
3.1. Case Study

Case comparisons between CloudSat and CALIPSO were shown in M08 when describing the R04 version
algorithm.We use the same colocationmethod asM08 to re‐examine one of these cases, featuring thin cirrus
and consisting largely of weak signals (Figure 2 in the present paper and Figure 8 in M08), and also examine
another three cases featuring weak signals, strong signals, and stratocumulus (Figures 3–5, respectively).

Figure 2 highlights the strengths and weakness of the along‐track integration scheme. Clouds are difficult to
identify in the measured power (Figure 2a). Considering the low SNR, it is not surprising that three versions

Figure 1. Schematic flow diagram for cloud mask. Pn and σpn are the mean and standard deviation of noise, respectively.
The red box indicates where the bilateral filter is introduced.
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of cloud mask (Figures 2b–2d) all fail to detect much of the cirrus layer identified in the VFM (Figure 2e).
Note that our focus in this paper is primarily on the weak detections, that is, cloud mask between 6 and
10, detected by the along‐track averaging scheme, colored blue in Figures 2b–2d. The bias in the binary
cloud masks (CALIPSO‐CloudSat) is shown in Figures 2f–2h for R04, R05, and the new mask with the
bilateral filter from G17, respectively. Range bins where CALIPSO identified cloud but CloudSat did not
appear red; we refer to these as false negatives. Blue bins, on the other hand, represent false positives, that
is, range bins where the CloudSat masks indicate the presence of hydrometeors but CALIPSO does not.
Canary yellow bins represent those range bins where cloud (or precipitation) is detected by both sensors,
that is, true positives, while true negatives, detected by neither, are colored white.

Among the three radar cloudmasks, the R04 (Figures 2b and 2f) detects themost weak signals (masks valued
6–10, blue bins) but with a 19.6% false detection rate of weak signals (FDRW, fraction of weak false positives
to total weak signals). R05 (Figures 2c and 2g) has a much cleaner background than R04, with a 0.4% FDRW,
but has lost many of the true detections (55.1%) as well. G17 (Figures 2d and 2h) has little noise in the back-
ground (0.1% FDRW), with even more true signals (9.1%) being detected than R04. Further, the weak detec-
tions connect better with (are more adjacent to) the strong detections (cloud mask values >10) than in the
R04 and R05 masks. We examined the minimum SNR of true weak signals. It is found that the SNRs for
the three versions are basically the same (about −0.59 dB). Namely, the bilateral filter does not extend the
minimum SNR of weak true signal. Rather, it effectively reduces more false detections compared with
R04, thus allowing a lower threshold to be used in along‐track averaging scheme and consequently detects
more true signals than R05.

Figure 3 shows an example with two thinner cirrus clouds than in Figure 2. Much of the cirrus in Figure 3 are
close to or below the sensitivity limit of the radar and can barely be noticed in the raw radar return power
(Figure 3a). We note that the blocky appearance of the cloud in the lidar data (Figure 3e) occurs because,
even for the lidar, much of the cloud volume is being detected via along‐track averaging (Vaughan et al.,

Figure 2. Example of thin cirrus on 3 October 2006 (same as Figure 8 inM08). CloudSat radar return power (a). CloudSat cloudmask fromR04 (b), R05 (c), and G17
(d). CALIPSO VFM (e). Difference mask between VFM and R04 cloud mask (f), R05 cloud mask (g), and G17 cloudmask (h). The black line in (b)–(d) is the surface
(ground clutter) and is not considered a detection.
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but for two thinner clouds on 4 July 2016.

Figure 4. As in Figure 2 but for a case with strong signals on 25 March 2011.
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2009). For the cloud around 20°S, we see that R04 detects the most cloud among the three versions and R05
detects the least, with again, many more false detections in R04 than in R05. The G17 version decreases the
false detections compared to R04 (FDRW from 42.2% to 8.8%, with R05 being 24.3%), while retaining much
of the true cloud (a 4.8% decrease of true weak detections for G17, while 65.3% for R05, compared to R04).

From the two examples above (Figures 2 and 3), it can be seen that our improvedmethod does well in detect-
ing weak clouds and decreasing random background noise. But one might be concerned that focusing on the
detection of weak signals might cause some false detection around the edges of thick clouds. Figure 4 shows
a case of strong signals to address this question. Very different from previous cases, there are many orange
bins in Figures 4b–4d, which indicates that the cloud mask confidence is 40 and there is little probability of a
false detection (<1%) for these range bins. Note that lidar cannot penetrate optically thick clouds, denoted by
the red regions shown in Figure 4e. As in M08, we take any cloud detected by CloudSat when the lidar is
attenuated to be a true positive (in this figure and section 3.2).

There are two clouds in this case, north and south of 72°N. For the northern (leftmost) one, the three versions
of cloud mask (Figures 4b–4d) are all very similar as there are essentially no weak detections associated with
this cloud. The small number of false positives and negatives around the cloud boundary (Figures 4f–4h)may
be caused by the mismatches in time and resolution between CloudSat and CALIPSO, though R04 has
slightly more false detections here. The southern (rightmost) cloud features a convective cloud with an
extended anvil. G17 are able to detect more (11.5%) optically thin ice cloud at the top of the anvil than R04
(from the perspective of CloudSat, actually still far away from the top detected by CALIPSO, Figure 4e), while
almost all of which is lost in R05 (95.4%). In summary, this case shows that G17 is able to preserve sharp
boundaries due to strong scatters while also detecting neighboring weak signals when such are present.

From the above three cases (Figures 2–4), it can be seen that the G17 version shows good ability to detect
weak signals. However, many of these weak signals are adjacent to strong signals. In general, it is a natural
for weak signals to surround strong signals, because cloud boundaries are often marked by regions where
cloud droplets begin to dissipate due to entrainment and have lower reflectivity and are therefore hard to
detect (Chernykh et al., 2001; Pinsky & Khain, 2019). In the absence of precipitation or large ice particles,

Figure 5. As in Figure 2 but for a case with stratocumulus on 2 February 2011.
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cloud composed of only small liquid droplets typically have low reflectivity and are composed entirely of
weak radar signals (in spite of being optically thick). Figure 5 shows an example of such a stratocumulus
cloud, with a cloud top height around 4 km. CALIPSO (Figure 5e) detects the slowly decreasing cloud top
height from north to south, while all three versions of CloudSat mask (Figures 5b–5d) miss much of this
cloud layer, especially from 28°N to 26°N, only show some discontinuous signals, away from strong
signals. We note that this cloud is high enough above the surface that ground clutter is not a factor. The
aggressive R04 mask (Figures 5b and 5f) detects the more cloud between 28°N and 26°N than the other
mask and also has a high FDRW of 42.1%. R05 (Figures 5c and 5g) and G17 (Figures 5d and 5h) both
have clearer background than R04 (FDRW is 9.5% and 22.3%, respectively) but with about 83.5% and
37.9% loss of true weak signals compared to R04. As discussed in section 2.2, the bilateral filter is designed

to preserve the edge between strong signals (Praw>Pn þ σpn ) and potential noise Praw≤Pn þ σpn

� �
; thus, it

improves the detection of weak signals near strong signals but does little to improve detection of isolated
and weak signals.

3.2. Multiorbit Evaluation

To further demonstrate the performance of our improved method, Figure 6 shows the true weak signal cov-
erage for each version, which is the ratio of the number of radar profiles containing a true weak signals to the

Figure 6. Coverage of true weak signal fromR04 version (a), R05 version (b), and G17 version (c). Percentage in the upper‐
right corner of each panel is the global mean (treating each CloudSat measurement equally. The data are not equal‐area
weighted). The resolution is 4.0° latitude by 6.0° longitude.
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total number of radar profiles, using 5,315 orbits data (orbit number from 3,607 to 8,921) for the whole year
of 2007. All of them show similar patterns to high‐cloud coverage (Mace et al., 2009) indicative of the large
degree to which detection of weak signals from cirrus dominates this statistic. Although the patterns are
similar, the global coverage of R05 (Figure 6b, 3.6%) is considerably less than the other two (R04 is 15.6%
and G17 is 15.4%). This is because, as shown in section 3.1, R05 loses a large amount of true weak signals
compared with R04, while G17 maintains these true weak signals.

Figure 7 shows zonal vertical frequency of true weak signal detection for the three versions, which is the
number of range bins containing true weak signal divided by the numbers of total range bins.
Superimposed is the mean cloud top (solid line) and base height (dash line) of single‐layer cirrus identified
through the criterion that cloud optical depth does not exceed 3 and cloud base temperature is lower than
−40 °C from CALIPSO version 4 level 2, 5 km cloud profile product (L2_05km_CPro) (Gasparini et al.,
2018). Note that polar stratospheric clouds detected by CALIPSO, which are optically very thin (Kato et al.,
2010; Kohma & Sato, 2011; Vaughan et al., 2019), cause the cirrus top and base lines to rise poleward of
60°S. Overall, G17 (Figure 7c) maintains a similar pattern as R04 (Figure 7a). The main difference here
between G17 and R04 is the somewhat greater rate of weak detections near the surface (which as Figure 5

Figure 7. Zonal vertical frequency of true weak signal fromR04 version (a), R05 version (b), and G17 version (c). Solid and
dash lines are mean cloud top and base height of single‐layer cirrus cloud. The vertical resolution is 1 km, and the hori-
zontal resolution is 2.0° latitude.

Figure 8. Relative changes of true (a, b) and false (c, d) weak signals. Positive values indicate increase, while negative values denote decrease. Percentage in the
upper‐right corner of each panel is the global mean, not equal‐area weighted. The resolution is 4.0° latitude by 6.0° longitude.
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demonstrates comes with a large increase in FDRW and is likely due to
non or weakly precipitating stratocumulus). As expected from Figure 6,
R05 (Figure 7b) loses many true signals compared with R04 and G17.

The global patterns of true weak signals in Figures 6 and 7 show a large
difference between R05 and G17. In Figure 8, we examine the relative
changes of true and false weak signals computed as (R05−R04)/R04 and
(G17−R04)/R04. As expected, R05−R04 (Figure 8a) shows large negative
values, indicating a significant loss of true cloud signals in R05 that is uni-
formly distributed over the globe. The relative change for G17−R04
(Figure 8b), on the other hand, has a clear latitudinal dependence, where
there is an increase of the true weak signals in G17 in the Intertropical
Convergence Zone and middle to high latitude of both hemispheres pole-
ward of 30°, while there is a decrease of true weak signals in subtropics.
Thus, as one might expect from our case studies, G17 is doing somewhat
better where there is a mixture of strong and weak signals, while it loses
some true isolated weak signals compared with R04 version, in particular
associated with nonprecipitating stratocumulus. As for the false weak sig-
nals, false weak signals are mainly caused by random noise and are largely
independent of latitude and longitude for both R05 and G17 (Figures 8c
and 8d).

The global results are summarized in Figure 9. The black columns represent the numbers of true signals, and
gray columns are the false signals. The FDRWs are marked on top of each column. One can see that the total
number of weak signals (the whole column) is dramatically decreased from R04 to R05 version from about
141M range bins dropping to 20M (a reduction of 85.9%) while a smaller reduction of 31.4% (~141M to 97M)
from R04 to G17 version. Ideally, this reduction should be mainly due to the removal of false signals, leaving
the number of true signals as untouched as possible. However, the number of true signals (the black column)
in R05 is considerably decreased compared with R04 (i.e., reduced from ~70M to about 14M, a reduction of
80.0%), which can also be seen in Figures 6–8. In G17, the number of true signals is 67Mwhich is comparable
to 70M in R04 (a small change of about 4.6%) and the FDRW is only 1.2% larger than that of R05. Thus, G17
can detect more than four times of the true detections than current R05 version and yet is still able to reduce
the FDRW from about 50.1% to 30.5%.

Figure 10a shows the zonally averaged FDR of total signals (strong + weak) for R04 version (Figure 10a1),
which is defined as the number of all false positives divided by the sum of false positives and true positives,
and the differences of (R05−R04, Figure 10a2) and (G17−R04, Figure 10a3). The FDR values of R04 are

Figure 9. Weak signal composition for the three versions. The FDRWs are
marked on the top of each column.

Figure 10. Zonally averaged false detections rate (FDR, column a), false omission rate (FOR, column b) and accuracy (ACC, column c) of all detections of R04
(row 1) and differences of R05–R04 (row 2), and differences of G17–R04 (row 3). Positive values in the difference panels indicate that R05 and G17 version have a
higher value. Percentage in the upper‐right corner of each panel is the global mean, not equal‐area weighted. The vertical resolution is 1 km, and the horizontal
resolution is 2.0° latitude.
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relatively high in the subtropics where cloud occurrence is low (i.e., less true positives) (Hagihara et al., 2010;
Mace et al., 2007), though the false positives are randomly (spatial uniformly) caused by along‐track aver-
aging scheme. In Figures 10a2 and 10a3, it is explicit that both FDRs for R05 and G17 versions are decreased
globally, and unsurprisingly, R05 has a stronger decline (−5.3%) than G17 (−3.7%), especially in the subtro-
pics where few clouds occur.

We further show the false omission rate (FOR), which is defined as the number of false negatives divided by
the sum of false negatives and true negatives in Figure 10b1 to describe the proportion of incorrectly marked
clear range bins. A high‐FOR band appears coincidently with the cirrus cloud layer (except poleward of 60°S,
where optically very thin PSC occurs). It reaches the maximum at tropical troposphere, where there are a
large number of cirrus clouds (Dessler & Yang, 2003; Fu et al., 2007). A high‐positive band (mostly more than
1.5%) is clearly around cirrus cloud base in Figure 10b2, indicating loss of true positives in R05. Contrary to
this positive region, our G17 version shows slight negative values, meaning more true positives around cloud
base than R04. Neither R05 nor G17 shows any significant improvement in the upper level of cirrus cloud,
where ice crystals are smaller (Garrett, 2003). The top of cirrus clouds detected by CALIPSO is always missed
by all the three versions of CloudSat mask (e.g., Figures 3 and 4), so the improvement of G17, mostly at the
lower level of cirrus cloud form CALIPSO's perspective, is mainly at the cloud top boundary detected
by CloudSat.

The accuracy (ACC) of CloudSat cloud mask, which is defined as the sum of true positives and true
negatives divided by the total sample range bins, can provide an overall evaluation in a comprehensive
perspective by considering both how much false signals are marked (FDR) and how much true signals
are lost (FOR). Increased (decreased) FDR or FOR will lead to a drop (rise) of ACC. The zonally aver-
aged ACC (Figure 10c1) shows similar distribution as FOR (Figure 10b1), due to the uniformly spatial
distribution of FDR (Figure 10a1). Figure 10c2 shows that the ACC is raised almost globally for R05 ver-
sion, except at high altitudes where decreased FDR is offset by the increase of FOR (i.e., the algorithm
lost more true positives than false positives). Unlike Figure 10c2, there is no negative value in Figure
10c3, indicating that the accuracy of cloud mask in G17 version is significantly increased (0.4%, while
0.1% in R05 version) in a balanced way (both FDR and FOR are reduced simultaneously) by applying
the bilateral filter scheme.

4. Summary and Discussion

We have added a new bilateral filter scheme to the operational CloudSat hydrometeor detection method to
improve the along‐track integration scheme. The bilateral filter scheme produces a cleaner background than
R04 version (fewer false positives) andmore true signals than R05 version (fewer false negatives). The signals
that R05 loses but the bilateral filter scheme detects are mostly associated with cirrus clouds (that are
detected by CALIPSO). Overall, the bilateral filter improves the global cloud distribution pattern of weak sig-
nals, reaches a better balance between false detection rates and false omission rates, and raises the accuracy
of cloud mask. For the quantitative evaluation in this paper, the CALIPSO VFM is assumed to be perfectly
correct; the small temporal and spatial offsets between the radar and lidar are assumed to have only a little
impact on the evaluation. In general, the temporal and spatial mismatch (as well as difference in instru-
ments fields of view) likely causes some overestimate in both false and failed detection rates. Nonetheless,
while the VFM is certainly not perfect, it is much more sensitive to cirrus clouds and is thus a reasonable
benchmark for checking radar algorithms.

While it remains a topic for future research, we expect that this improvement in weak signal detection will
enhance the retrieval of cirrus microphysical properties and the bilateral filter will hopefully be included in
the next major revision of the CloudSat operational product (R06) after a systematic test by CloudSat
science team. At present the CloudSat microphysical retrieval for cirrus (2C‐ICE) (Deng et al., 2013,
2015) ignores weak detections (cloud mask values ≤10), because the false detection rate in R04 was judged
to be too high (causing more error than benefit), with the results that a larger fraction of cirrus retrievals
(than need to be) are based on extrapolations from lidar backscatter and a priori data (climatological con-
straints). Parameterization based on CloudSat reflectivity (Deng et al., 2010) is used to retrieve cirrus in the
lidar‐only region (where CALIPSO detects cloud while the CloudSat mask value has value ≤10). Our new
method will allow weak detections to be incorporated into the 2C‐ICE retrieval, instead of relying on
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parameterization, and the benefit will outweigh the error for better understanding clouds impact on our
climate system.
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